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ABSTRACT

Observation experiments are performed on a set of high-resolution large-eddy simulations of translating tornado-like vortices. Near-surface Doppler wind measurements are taken by emulating a mobile radar positioned from 1 to 10 km south of each vortex track and conducting single-level scans every 2 s. The departure of each observed gust (wind measurement averaged over two successive scans) from the corresponding true maximum 3-s gust at 10 m AGL ("S10–3s") is partitioned into error sources associated with resolution volume size, wind direction relative to the radar beam, beam elevation, and temporal sampling. The distributions of each error type are diagrammed as functions of range, observed wind speed, and predicted deviation between the wind direction and the radar beam. The results indicate that the deviation between the wind direction and the radar beam is the predominant source of error in these rapid scan scenarios, although range is also a substantial factor. The median total error is \( -10\% \) for small deviation at close range, but it approximately doubles if the range is increased from 1 to 10 km; a more pronounced increase in both the median value and the variance of the total error is seen as the deviation becomes large. Because of this, the underestimate of the global maximum S10–3s approaches 30–40 m s\(^{-1}\) at a longer range, although the global maximum of the time-averaged observed wind speed gives a reasonable approximation of the time-mean maximum S10–3s in many cases. Because of simplifying assumptions and the limited number of cases examined, these results are intended as a baseline for further research.

1. Introduction

The advent of Doppler radar has dramatically improved tornado warning reliability and lead time. Simmons and Sutter (2005) report that the percentage of tornadoes that prompted warnings in the contiguous United States rose from 35% to 60% and the mean tornado warning lead time nearly doubled after the installation of the Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D; Crum and Alberty 1993) network. Their regression analysis also indicated that expected fatalities and injuries decreased over the same period by 45% and 40%, respectively. Among other factors, Brotzge and Erickson (2009) attribute such improvements to the use of Doppler radar data in real-time operations (see also Bieringer and Ray 1996) as well as increased conceptual understanding of tornadic storms through field projects employing mobile Doppler radars (e.g., VORTEX-95; Rasmussen et al. 1994).

In addition to detecting the presence of a tornado, Doppler radar data can be used to estimate tornado intensity. For example, the maximum winds within the vortex may be simply approximated from observed velocity extrema, or the observed wind field may be used as a basis for deducing the structure of the vortex through methods such as the ground-based velocity track display (GBVT D) technique (Lee et al. 1999). With the recent development of dual-polarization capabilities, products such as differential reflectivity and copolar correlation coefficient are also being used in conjunction with wind measurements to identify and characterize lofted debris as an indication of damage severity (Bodine et al. 2013; Cheong et al. 2017).

Historically, tornado intensity ratings on the Fujita scale (Fujita 1971), and later the enhanced Fujita (EF) scale (Wind Science and Engineering Center 2006), have
been based on observed damage, which is then used as a proxy estimate for near-surface wind speed. However, the quality of such estimates is questionable. Twisdale (1982) notes the substantial occurrence of rating errors [e.g., due to uncertainties regarding structural integrity and nonwind effects such as debris impacts; Reynolds (1971); Doswell and Burgess (1988); Marshall (2002); Doswell et al. (2009); Edwards 2003; Edwards et al. (2013)], as well as “random encounter” errors due to the large number of tornadoes that occur in areas with few structures (Schaefer and Galway 1982; Doswell and Burgess 1988). Because mobile Doppler measurements can provide a more comprehensive picture of winds within the tornado (thereby avoiding errors due to unreliable and/or sparse proxy indicators), there have been recent efforts to include radar measurements in the rating process, although their inclusion remains controversial; for example, the radar-based preliminary EF4 rating for the May 2013 Bennington, Kansas, tornado was later downgraded because of “the current directive which states that one cannot rate tornado intensity by non-damage data sources” (NCDC 2013, p. 189).

In considering this topic, it must be noted that tornado intensity estimates based on radar observations have limitations of their own, which are summarized by Snyder and Bluestein (2014). On a basic level, each radar observation is a weighted average of the radar-relative motion of a finite number of scatterers within a resolution volume and thus may be subject to statistical uncertainties as well as substantial bias in the case of a tornado [e.g., from centrifuging; see also Dowell et al. (2005)]. Even if those error sources are ignored, general difficulties remain: 1) lateral beam spreading leads to larger resolution volumes at longer ranges, impairing the detection of smaller-scale structures (e.g., subvortices); 2) the altitude of the center of the beam is typically above the 10 m AGL level specified for EF scale winds, vertical beam spreading leads to the resolution volume including samples over layer tens or even hundreds of meters deep (even for mobile radar datasets), and recent observations of tornadic surface layers (Kosiba and Wurman 2013; Wurman et al. 2013; Snyder and Bluestein 2014) emphasize that the relationship between the 10-m wind speed and the wind speed at other altitudes is poorly understood; and 3) perhaps most problematic of all, Doppler radars are only capable of observing the component of the wind parallel to the radar beam, so any strong wind lateral to the beam is missed.

It is clearly desirable to quantify each of these error sources. However, using real data to do so requires collocated, contemporaneous wind observations of sufficient quality to verify the radar measurements [e.g., in situ wind measurements within the vortex as in Wurman et al. (2013)] and the hostile, unpredictable nature of tornadoes severely limits opportunities to obtain such measurements. Therefore, as was done for in situ observations in Dahl et al. (2017), we seek such quantification by creating synthetic observations from high-resolution simulations of tornado-like vortices. Section 2 describes the method of generating the vortices, obtaining simulated radar observations, and evaluating various error sources. Section 3 describes the results, while section 4 summarizes the implications and suggests possible extensions of this work.

2. Experimental method

a. Generating tornado-like vortices

In this study, we revisit the set of vortex simulations used by Dahl et al. (2017). The basic details of those simulations are summarized here for convenience: the vortices were generated with Cloud Model 1 (Bryan and Fritsch 2002) using a “Fiedler chamber” approach (Fiedler 1994; Nolan 2005; Rotunno 2013) in which a dry, isentropic fluid is circulated within a closed chamber translating to the east at a speed of 10 m s\(^{-1}\) by a constant vertical forcing function \(F(x, y, z)\) defined within a “bubble” around the center axis. Fluid originating in the far field, with angular momentum defined by a prescribed background rotation rate \(\Omega\), is drawn toward the center axis at low levels, producing an end-wall vortex dynamically and structurally similar to an actual tornado.

To keep the results insensitive to the lateral boundaries of the chamber, a large domain was used (40 km \(\times\) 40 km \(\times\) 15 km), with lateral and vertical grid stretching employed to afford very high grid resolution (5 m \(\times\) 5 m \(\times\) 2.5 m) in the vicinity of the vortex, and the flow in the upper part of the domain was damped to eliminate disturbances exiting the central updraft before they could recirculate into the low-level inflow. To reduce computational cost, the vortices were first spun up to nearly steady state on an axisymmetric grid. The result provided the initial conditions for the full 3D simulations, which were run for a further 1800 s (1500 s to allow the vortex to adjust from the initial axisymmetric steady state and 300 s to obtain output for analysis).

A semislip lower boundary is specified, and subgrid turbulence is parameterized using a 1.5-order TKE scheme. To better justify a “large-eddy simulation” treatment of the surface layer, we employed an “eddy injection” technique (Bryan et al. 2017) in which resolved eddies were generated separately based on the conditions in the far field and then introduced into the chamber at a radius of 2 km from the vortex. As shown in Bryan et al. (2017), this method markedly reduces the relative impact
of subgrid (parameterized) turbulence on the flow within the surface layer, although it is not eliminated; Nolan et al. (2017) show nontrivial contributions to the surface layer momentum budget by subgrid turbulence, although this is generally confined below 10 m AGL for the grid spacing used in the present study.

With all other factors held constant, the size and structure of the simulated vortex are largely governed by a swirl ratio:

\[ S_r = \frac{\Omega L_r}{W}, \]  

(1)

where \( L_r = 3000 \) m is the radius of the forcing function bubble and

\[ W = \sqrt{2 \int_{z=0}^{z=15} F(0, 0, z') \, dz'} \]  

(2)

is the “thermodynamic speed limit” evaluated at the center axis. A larger swirl ratio is characterized by a broader vortex with a greater propensity to break down into multiple subvortices. Based on the results of Dahl et al. (2017), we use simulations with \( W = 40 \) m s\(^{-1}\) and \( S_r = 0.005 \) (“SR005” or “low swirl”), \( S_r = 0.01 \) (“SR01” or “medium swirl”), or \( S_r = 0.02 \) (“SR02” or “high swirl”) to examine a range of vortex types at moderate-to-violent intensity. For a complete description of the
modeling framework, the reader is referred to Rotunno et al. (2016), Bryan et al. (2017), and Nolan et al. (2017).

b. Simulating radar wind observations

The vortex simulations are dry and debris free, and while we were able to save the 10 m AGL winds at 0.1-s intervals for verification purposes, the full 3D state is only available at 1-s intervals over a 300-s period because of cost limitations. Therefore, we employ some simplifying assumptions when simulating the radar observations in order to examine an “optimal” scenario. First, we assume that each radar scan is instantaneous and occurs at the output time, thereby neglecting errors in vortex representation due to the structural changes that occur over the course of a real-world radar scan. In theory, one could seek to account for these errors by using an advection correction technique like the one described in Shapiro et al. (2015) to adjust the model state to the time corresponding to each azimuth in a continuous radar sweep. However, such techniques generally rely on the “frozen turbulence” hypothesis of Taylor (1938), which is of questionable validity within tornadoes (particularly for intense subvortices developing and decaying at time scales on the order of the radar sampling interval), and evaluation of their efficacy for tornadic wind fields is outside the scope of this paper.

To mitigate the disparity between this assumption and real-world radar measurements as much as possible, we choose to emulate the rapid scan, X-band, polarimetric mobile radar (RaXPol; Pazmany et al. 2013) in these experiments. Operating at its maximum scan rate, RaXPol requires 2 s to obtain a single 360° sweep. This scan time is among the shortest available; the Mobile Weather Radar, 2005 X-band, Phased Array (MWR-05XP; Bluestein et al. 2010) is also capable of performing 2-s sweeps, but the RaXPol has a smaller beamwidth and is therefore more suited for tornado-scale observations. A full RaXPol volume scan requires ~20 s, which is substantially longer than the time required by the rapid scan Doppler on Wheels (RSDOW; Wurman and Randall 2001). However, since we are only concerned here with wind measurements very close to the ground, a single low-elevation sweep is sufficient for this work.

For a given resolution volume scanned by the radar, the observed radial wind speed \( U_{\text{obs}} \) is the reflectivity-weighted average of the radial speeds of the scatterers in the volume. The lower boundary is considered to be transparent to the radar beam and we assume that the model domain contains a uniform distribution of identical, isotropic scatterers that perfectly follow the wind. Thus, we assume that the radar observes only the true
atmospheric motion at each model grid point and any deviant scatterer motions (due to centrifuging, etc.), effects of nonuniform scatterer distribution (e.g., motion in one region of the volume receiving greater weight than other regions because of more concentrated and/or reflective scatterers), or interactions with the surface (e.g., clutter) are neglected, even though these factors can produce nontrivial errors in real-world radar observations of tornadic winds (Nolan 2013; Snyder and Bluestein 2014). Under these assumptions, we employ a simple weighting method based on the range and the power distribution of the radar beam (similar to the one described in Potvin et al. 2009):

\[ U_{\text{obs}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} B_i R_i U_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} B_i R_i}, \]  

where \( N \) is the number of model grid points contained in the resolution volume, \( U_i = U_{ri} \cdot r_i \) is the true radial wind at the \( i \)th grid point, and \( r = [(x_i - x_r)i + (y_i - y_r)j + (z_i - z_r)k] \) is the radar-relative position vector. The term \( R_i \) is the range weight, given by

\[ R_i = \begin{cases} 1, & |\Delta r_i| < 0.3d \\ \min\left(\frac{0.5d - |\Delta r_i|}{0.2d}, 0\right), & |\Delta r_i| \geq 0.3d \end{cases}, \]  

where \( d \) is the range resolution of the radar [set here to 30 m to match the value for RaXPol given in Snyder and Bluestein (2014)] and \( \Delta r_i \) is the difference between \( r_i \) and the distance from the radar to the center of the resolution volume. The term \( B_i \) is the beam weight for the \( i \)th model grid point, given by

\[ B_i = \exp\left\{-8\ln2\left[\left(\frac{\Delta \theta_{hi}}{\theta_{Bh}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta \theta_{vi}}{\theta_{Bv}}\right)^2\right]\right\}, \]

where \( \Delta \theta_{hi} \) and \( \Delta \theta_{vi} \) are the differences in radar-relative azimuth and zenith angles, respectively, between \( r_i \) and the center of the beam; and \( \theta_{Bh} \) and \( \theta_{Bv} \) are the horizontal and vertical half-power beamwidths, respectively. To emulate RaXPol, we set \( \theta_{Bv} = 1.0^\circ \) and \( \theta_{Bh} = 1.4^\circ \) to account for the lateral “smearing” produced by the high scan rate as noted in Wakimoto et al. (2015); Pazmany et al. (2013) describe a “strobe technique” to counter the smearing effect, but employing it would increase the minimum measurable range to 1.8 km. Since this would eliminate or substantially reduce observations in the vicinity of the vortex for many of our experiments, we ignore it here to maintain internal consistency. [Note also that this weight pattern neglects any impact by sidelobes, which can also be a significant source of contamination; e.g., see Snyder and Bluestein (2014) and Doviak and Zrnić (1993, p. 105).]

In all cases, the vortex motion is essentially eastward at a speed of 10 m s\(^{-1}\) (following the motion of the forcing bubble, which is centered at the model grid origin), and therefore we approximate a priori the vortex track over the 300-s output period as centered at \( y = 0 \) and extending from \( x = 0 \) to \( x = 3 \) km. To simulate the observations, we place radars directly south of the midpoint of the track.
(i.e., at $x = 1.5 \text{ km}$) at distances ranging from 1 to 10 km. Radar beam center height is commonly estimated using the 4/3 Earth’s radius model (Doviak and Zrnić 1993). For a small horizontal distance $r$ from the radar and a small beam elevation angle $\phi$, this model reduces to

$$h(r) = h_0 + r \tan \phi + \frac{r^2}{2ke \cos \phi}, \quad (6)$$

where $r$ is the horizontal distance to the radar, $h_0$ is the operating height of the radar (set here to 2 m), $ke = 4/3$, and $a = 6371 \text{ km}$ is Earth’s radius. The third term on the right-hand side of (6) accounts for the effects of Earth’s curvature and beam refraction. However, at these distances ($r \sim 1–10 \text{ km}$), the deflection due to those effects is a few meters at most and is negligible relative to the size of the radar beam. Therefore, for simplicity, we estimate the beam center height as

$$h(r) = h_0 + r \tan \phi. \quad (7)$$

Since we are only concerned with the surface winds, $\phi = 0.5^\circ$ is used here. It should be remembered that at this low angle, actual radar observations may be heavily contaminated by clutter as well as scattering/reflection of the lower part of the beam [i.e. where $\theta_{\text{in}}$ in (5) is less than $-0.5^\circ$] in by the ground (Snyder et al. 2015). Even though there is no such direct interaction between the beam and the model surface in these experiments, the lack of observations below the surface shifts the centroid

**Fig. 5.** As in Fig. 4, but for simulation SR01.

**Fig. 6.** As in Fig. 4, but for simulation SR02.
of the beam power distribution given in (5) upward, thereby increasing the effective beam center height. However, under these idealized conditions, this upward shift is on the order of $0.018$, which is also negligible relative to the size of the radar beam.

c. Evaluating observation errors

Evaluating sources of error requires clear, appropriate definitions of “truth.” In the context of using radar observations to estimate the damage potential of tornadic winds, we deem that the goal is to use the radar wind observation at a given location to estimate the EF scale winds occurring there. In other words, we seek to use radial wind measurements for a resolution volume $V$ centered at $(x, y, z)$ with spherical dimensions $(\delta r, r \delta \theta, r \delta \phi)$ to estimate the maximum wind speed occurring within a horizontal area $A$ centered at $(x, y, 10 \text{ m})$ with cylindrical dimensions $(\delta r, r \delta \phi)$, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We therefore obtain the observed instantaneous wind speed within $V$ ($U_{\text{obs}}$), the true maximum instantaneous radial wind speed within $V$ ($U_{\text{true}}$), the true maximum instantaneous horizontal wind speed within $V$ ($S_{\text{true}}$), and the true maximum instantaneous horizontal wind speed within $A$ ($S_{10\text{true}}$).

After making the assumptions described in the previous section, we expect at the outset that the most significant remaining sources of error in the instantaneous radar observations will be smoothing due to averaging within the resolution volume, differences in direction between the true winds and the radar beam (since any cross-beam component of the wind is not observable), and the resolution volume elevation above or below the target level of 10 m AGL. Furthermore, the EF scale does not relate the damage severity to the maximum instantaneous 10-m wind speed occurring at a given location, but rather to the maximum 10-m, 3-s gust ($S_{10\text{true}}$) as noted, for example, in Marshall et al. (2014) and Snyder and Bluestein (2014). Snyder and Bluestein seek to account for this by averaging successive RaXPol measurements to estimate 2-s gusts within the 2013 El Reno tornado. However, as they acknowledge, such averaging assumes that the wind speed varies linearly with time over the interval between successive scans; the validity of this assumption is unclear. Errors arising from this assumption and differences between the averaging period determined by the radar scans (e.g., 2 s for Snyder and Bluestein 2014) and the desired 3 s averaging period.
are combined here as a measure of error due to the temporal sampling interval.

Estimating the maximum S10–3s within A by averaging the estimates of S10 obtained from $U_{\text{obs}}$ may also be erroneous because the location of the maximum instantaneous wind speed within V may change substantially over the averaging time interval, particularly if V is large. As a simple example, consider a 100 m s$^{-1}$ gust moving through a resolution volume containing locations A and B and a background wind speed of 50 m s$^{-1}$, such that the local wind speed at location A decreases linearly from 100 m s$^{-1}$ at $t = 0$ to 50 m s$^{-1}$ at $t = 3$ s while the wind speed at location B increases linearly from 50 m s$^{-1}$ at $t = 0$ to 100 m s$^{-1}$ at $t = 3$. S10 (the maximum wind speed anywhere in the volume) is 100 m s$^{-1}$ throughout the averaging period, so the estimate of S10–3s obtained by averaging S10 is 100 m s$^{-1}$; however, the true value of S10–3s (i.e., the maximum local 3-s gust at any fixed point in the volume, either location A or location B), is 75 m s$^{-1}$. This disparity is hereafter referred to as representativeness error.

In light of these considerations, we evaluate the individual error sources and the total error in estimating the maximum S10–3s within each resolution volume as ratios:

$$
E_{\text{smth}} = \langle U_{\text{obs}} \rangle_{\text{rdr}} / \langle U_{\text{true}} \rangle_{\text{rdr}} \quad \text{(smoothing error),} \quad (8a)
$$

$$
E_{\text{dir}} = \langle U_{\text{true}} \rangle_{\text{rdr}} / \langle S_{\text{true}} \rangle_{\text{rdr}} \quad \text{(direction error),} \quad (8b)
$$

$$
E_{\text{elev}} = \langle S_{\text{true}} \rangle_{\text{rdr}} / \langle S_{10} \rangle_{\text{rdr}} \quad \text{(elevation error),} \quad (8c)
$$

$$
E_{\text{temp}} = \langle S_{10} \rangle_{\text{rdr}} / \langle S_{10} \rangle_{3s} \quad \text{(temporal sampling error),} \quad (8d)
$$

$$
E_{\text{rep}} = \langle S_{10} \rangle_{3s} / S_{10–3s} \quad \text{(representativeness error),} \quad (8e)
$$

$$
E_{\text{tot}} = \langle U_{\text{obs}} \rangle_{\text{rdr}} / S_{10–3s} \quad \text{(total error).} \quad (8f)
$$

Angle brackets denote temporal averages, with $\langle \cdot \rangle_{\text{rdr}}$ indicating an average obtained from successive radar observation times over the maximum possible period $\leq 3$ s [e.g., at times $t_0$ and $t_0 + 2$ s for the method in Snyder et al. (2015)] and $\langle \cdot \rangle_{3s}$ indicating a “true” 3-s average obtained using the 10-Hz model output at 10 m AGL.

We examine the distribution of the errors detailed in (8a)–(8f) using bivariate frequency diagrams. The error is binned on the y axis, while a variable that may be estimated a priori and may reasonably be expected to correlate with the error is binned on the x axis. The range from the radar to the target seems to be a suitable x variable; for example, greater range means a larger resolution volume (and hence more potential smoothing of the wind field) with a greater extent in altitude (and hence more potential error due to elevation). The observed wind speed ($U_{\text{obs}}$) is another possibility, since one might speculate that a location with strong observed winds may be more likely to have large errors [particularly with respect to (8e)–(8f)], because of increased near-surface shear and the possibility of unresolved subvortices]. However, such a correlation would obviously be affected by the direct impact of the radar beam direction on $U_{\text{obs}}$. Furthermore, for an intense vortex, the deviation between the radar beam direction and the true wind direction may have secondary impacts that further complicate matters; for example, with an intense vortex, there is a strong gradient in $U_{\text{obs}}$ where the beam direction lies at a large angle to the true wind direction, which would be expected to increase $E_{\text{smth}}$ in (8a). Therefore, we also examine frequency diagrams of the errors as functions of a simple prediction of the deviation between the radar beam direction and the true wind direction (hereafter “dev from beam,” with “devpred” denoting the value predicted from observations); the derivation of this prediction is described in the appendix.

To focus on conditions within the vortex, the plotted results are limited to the continuous region where the maximum observed wind speed at a given radius from the estimated vortex center is $\geq 20$ m s$^{-1}$ after a 200 m x 200 m top-hat filter is applied. To construct the bivariate histograms, the error results (again, expressed as ratios) are binned on the y axis in increments of 0.025. On the x axis, distances from the radar are binned in 100-m increments, $U_{\text{obs}}$ values are binned in 5 m s$^{-1}$ increments, and devpred values are binned in 5$^\circ$ increments. To keep the figures compact and focused on sufficiently large sample sizes, the diagram domains extend only between the minimum and maximum x bins with counts $n \geq 100$. To further elucidate the distribution of data points, the diagrams include line plots showing the median (blue), 5th percentile (green, lower), 95th percentile (green, upper), and fraction of the total number of samples contained in each x bin (black).
3. Results

a. Temporal sampling and representativeness error

Figure 2 shows frequency diagrams of $E_{\text{tem}}$ aggregated over all radar placements for each of the simulations, as well as the combined result over all simulations, as functions of $U_{\text{obs}}$. The diagrams indicate that this error source is negligible for the cases studied here, accounting for an adjustment of $<5\%$ in the vast majority of instances; the distribution is so compact that the lines indicating the median and 5th and 95th percentiles are often difficult to decipher. This holds true even for higher values of $U_{\text{obs}}$, which constitute a small fraction of the measurements. It also holds true if $E_{\text{tem}}$ is instead plotted as a function of radar range or devpred (not shown).

Likewise, the frequency diagrams of $E_{\text{rep}}$ as a function of $U_{\text{obs}}$ (Fig. 3) indicate a generally negligible source of error. The median value of $E_{\text{rep}}$ increases slightly at higher values of $U_{\text{obs}}$ for the low-swirl vortex (SR005), perhaps because the simulated low-swirl vortex center is more prone to deviant motion [suggested by the momentum budget results in Nolan et al. (2017)]. However, even here, the combined effect of $E_{\text{tem}}$ and $E_{\text{rep}}$ is in the range of 5–10 m s$^{-1}$ at most, which is comparable to the uncertainty commonly assigned to actual mobile Doppler measurements of strong tornadoes due to increased spectrum width (e.g., see Bluestein et al. 1993; Wurman et al. 2007). While these results do not extend to the most extreme cases [e.g., small subvortices with wind speeds exceeding 100 m s$^{-1}$ translating rapidly around the main vortex as described by Wurman et al. (2014), Snyder and Bluestein (2014), and Wakimoto et al. (2015)], it appears that Snyder and Bluestein’s (2014) method of approximating the 3-s gust by averaging successive radar observations 2 s apart would work very well here if other error sources were removed. Therefore, for the remaining analysis, $E_{\text{tem}}$ and $E_{\text{rep}}$ are ignored.

b. Smoothing and direction error

The effect of beam broadening on the wind observations is partially illustrated by the wind swaths in Figs. 4–6. In accordance with general understanding and prior studies [e.g., see Figs. 1 and 4 of Wood and Brown (1997)], larger-resolution volumes at longer ranges result in increased smoothing and deterioration of both structural detail and estimates of local maxima. Furthermore, the location of the observed global maximum can shift dramatically depending on radar position.

![Fig. 8](image-url)
However, the relationship between radar range and $E_{\text{smth}}$ is more complex than one might expect. The data in Fig. 7 are aggregated over all radar placements from 1 km south to 10 km south in an effort to obtain a large sample set in which the ranges from successive radar placements overlap to provide a continuous diagram of $E_{\text{smth}}$ as a function of radar range, although the narrowness of the SR005 vortex (see Fig. 4) does not allow for such an overlap at longer ranges and produces the gaps shown in Fig. 7a. All of the plots show a general increase in smoothing with range as a downward trend in median $E_{\text{smth}}$ (decreasing on average from approximately 0.75–0.85 for the 1 km south radar placement to approximately 0.4–0.6 for the 10 km south radar placement), which is more pronounced in the low-swirl case. However, there is a great deal of variability, with the 5th and 95th percentiles spanning much of the interval from 0 to 1 throughout the experiments. Also, the minimum median $E_{\text{smth}}$ (i.e., the greatest amount of smoothing) for a given radar placement is not generally found for the observations that are farthest away; as highlighted in Figs. 8 and 9, the median values of $E_{\text{smth}}$ for the shortest and longest observed ranges are similar to each other when the radar is placed near the vortex track (e.g., 3 km south in Fig. 8), and the minimum median $E_{\text{smth}}$ is actually found near the point of closest approach when the radar is placed farther from the vortex track (e.g., 8 km south in Fig. 9).

This result seems counterintuitive until one considers the effect of wind direction relative to the radar beam. Since the strongest winds are expected to be on the right side of the vortex and directed parallel to the vortex translation, it is also expected that those winds will be directed largely perpendicular to the radar beam at the time of closest approach in the scenarios tested here. Because of the curved flow around the vortex, an enhanced gradient in $U_{\text{obs}}$ exists in the same area, and this increased gradient can in turn increase the spatial smoothing that occurs within a given resolution volume.

The role played by the deviation from beam is confirmed by the diagrams in Fig. 10. The distribution broadens as the deviation from beam increases, due to increased errors in $\text{dev}_{\text{pred}}$ (see the appendix) as well as a greater sensitivity of $\langle U_{\text{true}} \rangle_{\text{rad}}$ (i.e., the time-averaged maximum true Doppler wind speed in a given resolution volume) to small fluctuations when $U_{\text{obs}}$ is small. Even so, $E_{\text{smth}}$ shows a much more well-defined relationship with $\text{dev}_{\text{pred}}$ (with the median of $E_{\text{smth}}$ varying smoothly from approximately 0.85 for small $\text{dev}_{\text{pred}}$ to 0.5 or less for large $\text{dev}_{\text{pred}}$). Also, a comparison of Figs. 8 and 9

![Fig. 9](https://example.com/fig9.png)

As in Fig. 7, but only for radar placement 8 km south of the vortex track.
suggests that this effect becomes more prominent when the radar is placed farther from the track; Fig. 8 shows a reduction in smoothing (i.e., an increase in \( E_{\text{smth}} \)) near the point of closest approach, hinting that the impact of reduced-resolution volume size at smaller range remains discernible relative to the impact of the deviation from beam for the 3-km radar placement, but no such reduction appears in Fig. 9 for the 8-km radar placement. (On the other hand, it should be noted that the evaluation of dev\(_{\text{pred}}\) becomes less reliable, and thus the effect of the deviation from beam becomes more difficult to evaluate accurately, if the range is large enough that the vortex itself is poorly resolved by the radar. For example, compare the distributions from the 1 km south and 10 km south radar placements for the medium-swirl vortex shown in Fig. 11.)

The smoothing error \( E_{\text{smth}} \) is diagrammed as a function of \( U_{\text{obs}} \) in Fig. 12. While this relationship is also more consistent than the one for radar range, there is a good deal of variation from simulation to simulation, particularly when comparing the low-swirl vortex to the medium-swirl and high-swirl vortices. Moreover, this result is somewhat redundant; the best correlation appears where \( U_{\text{obs}} \) is large, which will generally correspond to a small dev\(_{\text{pred}}\). Likewise, the greatest spread occurs where \( U_{\text{obs}} \) is small, which (in a vortex) will generally correspond to where dev\(_{\text{pred}}\) is large. This is confirmed in Fig. 13, which shows a similar relationship between \( E_{\text{dir}} \) and \( U_{\text{obs}} \) even though (8b) provides no basis for such a relationship.

These results suggest that \( E_{\text{smth}} \) is substantially influenced in these cases by both the range and the deviation from beam, with the influence of the deviation from beam increasingly predominating at longer ranges. Since \( E_{\text{dir}} \) is basically a function of deviation from beam alone, one would expect the \( E_{\text{dir}} \) plots to also show a strong dependence on dev\(_{\text{pred}}\), assuming that dev\(_{\text{pred}}\) reasonably approximates the true deviation from beam. Figure 14 shows that the distributions for \( E_{\text{dir}} \) as a function of dev\(_{\text{pred}}\) are indeed quite similar in shape to the distributions for \( E_{\text{smth}} \), although \( E_{\text{dir}} \) is typically very close to unity (indicating very small errors) for dev\(_{\text{pred}} < 30^\circ\). Also, Fig. 15 shows that the \( E_{\text{dir}} \) distribution at longer range is surprisingly compact, particularly for large dev\(_{\text{pred}}\). While much of this is due to the deviation from beam estimate becoming less accurate at long ranges for the smaller vortices, a reexamination of Figs. 2–4 suggests that it also partially stems from the fact that placing the radar closer to the track aligns the beam more with the vortex motion early and late in
the observation period. While this is more likely to produce a good measurement of the maximum wind speed (i.e., typically located in the right-front quadrant) at those times, it simultaneously degrades the measurement of strong inflow bands (e.g., cf. the upper-left corners of Figs. 6b and 6c) and leaves a more persistent “void” in the middle of the track since the winds ahead of and behind the vortex center are largely perpendicular to the beam. (Note the much weaker radial winds near the track centers on the far-right sides of Figs. 4b, 5b, and 6b.) Thus, the proportion of large-dev_
\text{pred} observations with large errors is increased when the radar is located closer to the vortex track.

**c. Elevation error**

Figure 16 diagrams the distribution of $E_{\text{elev}}$ as a function of radar range. It should be borne in mind that, with the elevation angle and beamwidth used here, the bottom of the resolution volume is essentially at ground level and the top of the resolution volume extends above...
10 m AGL over nearly all of the ranges plotted. Therefore, the resolution volume generally encompasses the target 10-m altitude; since the numerator in (8c) is the maximum horizontal wind speed occurring anywhere in the volume, $E_{elev}$ is equal to 1 if the maximum horizontal wind speed occurs at 10 m AGL and generally greater than 1 if it occurs at any other height (whether above or below 10 m). The exception is seen in Fig. 16c, where a portion of the broader high-swirl vortex is sampled at a range of less than 500 m by the 1 km south radar placement; in that circumstance, the entire resolution volume is below 10 m AGL and it is therefore possible (since the target 10 m altitude is not included in the samples) for $E_{elev}$ to be less than 1. Otherwise, it appears that $E_{elev}$ is an overestimate that serves to counteract the underestimates expressed by $E_{smth}$ and $E_{dir}$.

Figure 16 shows that the sensitivity of $E_{elev}$ to the range is not the same in all cases; the median value trends upward to approximately 1.2 at the 10-km range for the low-swirl and high-swirl vortices but only up to approximately 1.1 for the medium-swirl vortex. This can largely be explained by examining the time-mean structure of the vortices. Figure 17 shows vertical cross sections of horizontal and vertical wind speed taken through the vortex centers in the positive $x$ direction (i.e., in the approximate direction of vortex motion over the period of observation). All three vortices have an elevated horizontal wind speed maximum on the leading edge extending >100 m AGL, but the near-surface intensity varies considerably. There is no near-surface time-mean maximum in the low-swirl vortex; this is similar to previous low-swirl vortex simulations [e.g., see Fig. 13 in Rotunno (2013)], although, as noted in Dahl et al. (2017), it contrasts with the strong near-surface maximum in the stationary SR005 vortex shown in Nolan et al. (2017) because of the reduction in effective swirl due to translation (Lewellen et al. 2000). Because the time-mean maximum wind speed is located well above the surface, the median $E_{elev}$ increases with range (as the resolution volume spreads vertically) before leveling off for ranges >6 km (where the resolution volume extends >100 m AGL and contains the elevated maximum).

Similarly, while the high-swirl vortex has a local time-mean horizontal wind speed maximum nearer to the ground, centered at roughly 30 m AGL, it is not as intense as the elevated maximum (not shown). Thus, while the median $E_{elev}$ at the medium range is not quite as large as in the case of the low-swirl vortex, there is a steady upward trend that persists to a longer range than...
the trend for the low-swirl vortex does (since the elevated maximum for the high-swirl vortex is also broader), yielding a similar value at the 10-km range. In contrast, the near-surface time-mean maximum for the medium-swirl vortex, which is centered ~15–20 m AGL, is more intense than the elevated maximum; since this level is contained in the resolution volume at all ranges >1 km, the median $E_{\text{elev}}$ is noticeably less sensitive to increased range in this case, although a small increase is still seen as a result of the increased resolution volume size providing a greater chance of sampling local wind speed fluctuations at other elevations that exceed the near-surface maximum at the time of observation.

There are a couple of side points to note regarding the vertical structure of the vortices. First, since the radar beam is not strictly horizontal, the possibility of the vertical velocity “contaminating” radar observations that are intended to represent the horizontal winds should be considered. Figure 18 shows time-mean maximum
vertical velocities peaking near 30 m s\(^{-1}\) for the low-swirl vortex and 20 m s\(^{-1}\) for the medium-swirl and high-swirl vortices, which amount to an adjustment of roughly 0.3–0.5 m s\(^{-1}\) when projected onto the 1\(^{\circ}\) elevation angle marking the approximate upper limit of the resolution volume. As was the case for the stationary vortices described in Nolan et al. (2017), intense local fluctuations (in the main vortex for the low-swirl case as well as in sub-vortices for the medium-swirl and high-swirl cases) occasionally produce updrafts briefly exceeding 100 m s\(^{-1}\); however, this still only amounts to an adjustment of around 2 m s\(^{-1}\) at a 1\(^{\circ}\) elevation angle, which is also likely to be substantially diminished by smoothing because of the small size of the features in question.

Second, as described previously, the altitude of the time-mean, near-surface horizontal wind speed maximum in these cross sections (when present) is roughly between 15 and 30 m AGL. This contrasts with recent radar observations of a tornado at extremely close range reported by Kosiba and Wurman (2013), which show the maximum wind speeds consistently occurring near 5 m AGL (the second-to-lowest level observed by the radar) over a 1-min observation period, as well as a case in which the maximum observed wind speed within the lowest 200 m AGL did not appear to vary much with height. Thus, it is difficult at present to know the significance of the apparent discrepancy between these simulations and observations like those reported in Kosiba and Wurman (2013). However, the possibility that the near-surface wind speeds in these simulations are artificially reduced to some degree by the nontrivial influence of the subgrid turbulence parameterization below 10 m AGL (described in section 2a) must be borne in mind.

d. Total error

Figures 18, 19, and 20 diagram the distribution of \(E_{\text{tot}}\) as a function of radar range, \(U_{\text{obs}}\), and \(\text{dev}_{\text{pred}}\), respectively. They are quite similar to the corresponding \(E_{\text{smth}}\) plots in Figs. 7, 10, and 9, respectively, suggesting that smoothing
error is the dominant contributor to total error in these cases. It is clear that radar range, taken in isolation, is a weak predictor of total error in these cases, with the interval between the $E_{\text{tot}}$ 5th and 95th percentiles spanning nearly the entire range from 0 to 1 over most of the domain in Fig. 18. As with $E_{\text{smth}}$, the distribution as a function of $U_{\text{obs}}$ is less diffuse but also varies noticeably from simulation to simulation, whereas the distribution as a function of $\text{dev}_{\text{pred}}$ is both more consistent and monotonic.

For small $\text{dev}_{\text{pred}}$ (i.e., good alignment between the true wind direction and the radar beam), Fig. 18 indicates a median $E_{\text{tot}}$ of approximately 0.9 or, in other words, a
median underestimate of S10–3s of roughly 10%. This corresponds to an error of 5–10 m s$^{-1}$ at most for the simulations shown here, which, again, is comparable to the uncertainty commonly specified for real radar observation ranges of strong tornadoes. Also, note that the value of 0.9 for $E_{\text{tot}}$ is an improvement over the corresponding median value of approximately 0.85 for combined $E_{\text{smth}}$ and $E_{\text{dir}}$, because of the countering effect of $E_{\text{elev}}$ noted in the previous section. Taken in conjunction with the general uncertainty regarding vertical wind profiles in tornadic surface layers, this result suggests that performing a height correction of tornadic wind radar observations in an effort to remove elevation error may not be advisable in cases where the target altitude is included in the resolution volume since that may actually increase the total error.

However, the underestimate increases markedly and becomes increasingly difficult to predict as $\text{dev}_{\text{pred}}$ increases, with estimates of $E_{\text{tot}}$ based on $\text{dev}_{\text{pred}}$ being just as unreliable for $\text{dev}_{\text{pred}} > 40^\circ$ (judging from the range between the 5th and 95th percentiles) as estimates based on radar range. Thus, as with $E_{\text{smth}}$ (Fig. 11), the results are range dependent even though plotting $E_{\text{tot}}$ as a function of $\text{dev}_{\text{pred}}$ provides the clearest depiction of the statistical distribution. For example, as shown in Fig. 21, the median underestimate at small $\text{dev}_{\text{pred}}$ increases from roughly 10% for the 1 km south radar placement to 20%–25% for the 10 km south radar placement. Again, note that this increase is slightly less than the corresponding increase in $E_{\text{smth}}$ shown in Fig. 11 caused by the countering effect of $E_{\text{elev}}$.

e. Estimates of global maximum S10–3s

The foregoing analysis seeks to account for the wind speed at every location within the vortex. However, in light of the current manner in which tornadoes are rated, it is relevant to focus specifically on how well the maximum wind speeds within the vortex are estimated by radar observations. Figures 22–24 show the distributions of the maximum radar-estimated 3-s gust [$i.e. \langle U_{\text{obs}} \rangle_{\text{rad}}$ in (8a)] and the true maximum S10–3s valid at each scan time during the observation period (150 scans in all) for each simulation, plotted as functions of radar placement. Except for the radar placement 1 km south of the SR01 vortex track, the global maximum S10–3s (thick, solid, black lines) is always underestimated by the global maximum $\langle U_{\text{obs}} \rangle_{\text{rad}}$ (thick, solid red lines) by 15 m s$^{-1}$ or more. Moreover, the underestimate worsens with increased radar distance, particularly for SR01. With the radar placed 10 km south of the track, the low-swirl
vortex would be rated EF0 based on radar measurements, the medium-swirl vortex would be rated EF1, and the high-swirl vortex would be rated EF2; however, in reality, the medium-swirl vortex is the most violent of the three and each vortex has a true maximum $S_{10-3s}$ exceeding 75 m s$^{-1}$ [the threshold for an EF4 rating as given in Wind Science and Engineering Center (2006); see also Table 1]. With regard to intensity fluctuations (indicated by the range between the 5th and 95th percentiles, marked by the short dashed lines), the results appear to vary with vortex type, with the variability of the radar measurements agreeing well with the actual variability of the low-swirl vortex (Fig. 19) but giving a poor representation, particularly at longer range, for the high-swirl vortex.

However, the global maximum $\langle U_{\text{obs}} \rangle_{\text{rad}}$ provides a surprisingly good estimate for the median maximum $S_{10-3s}$ much of the time. In fact, if we take the median maximum $S_{10-3s}$ as a measure of the “time mean” intensity of the vortex, similar to Dahl et al. (2017), the estimation error is $<10$ m s$^{-1}$ for radar placements out to 5 km for the low-swirl vortex, 3 km for the medium-swirl vortex, and 7 km for the high-swirl vortex. It must be acknowledged that this result is influenced somewhat by the stabilizing effect of the constant background conditions (e.g., ambient angular momentum and vertical forcing) on the time-mean state of the vortex; in reality, those conditions can vary rapidly in time, in which case a 5-min observation period may be too long to consider the time-mean state of the vortex as representative of a steady state. To evaluate the impact these artificial constraints may have on the analysis, the model output and radar observations for each simulation were divided into time segments ranging from 10 to 150 s; the true time-mean maximum $S_{10-3s}$ and the global maximum radar estimate were calculated for each segment and the results were averaged over the full 300-s period. The results are shown in Fig. 25; reducing the “steady state” window from 300 to 60 s reduced the global radar-estimated maximum by roughly 5 m s$^{-1}$ on average for closer placements. (The result for placements farther away is less sensitive, since the local fluctuations that produce the variation in global maxima from segment to segment are largely smoothed out.) Reviewing Figs. 22–24, this reduction actually improves the estimate from the 1 km south placement for the medium-swirl and high-swirl vortices (since using the full 300-s period produces an overestimate of the true time-mean maximum), but its general effect elsewhere is to make the estimate worse. Even when the steady-state assumption

![Fig. 19. As in Fig. 18, but plotted as a function of observed Doppler wind speed.](image-url)
is applied for only 1 min, though, the average estimate of the time-mean maximum based on the observed global maximum is within 10 m s\(^{-1}\) for radar placements out to 2 km for the low-swirl and medium-swirl vortices and 5 km for the high-swirl vortex. This is comparable to the expected result of placing one perfect in situ sensor in the SR02 vortex path, two perfect sensors in the SR01 vortex path, or five perfect sensors in the SR005 vortex path as reported by Dahl et al. (2017). However, the perfect sensor results are averaged over thousands of samples, and the outcome in any individual case (i.e., a specific set of perfect sensors being placed in the path of a specific tornado) is uncertain. Contrasting this with the current experiments, in which placing a single radar near the vortex track is sufficient to obtain a comparable estimate (without the need to average over thousands of cases), underscores the potential value of rapid scan mobile radar measurements of tornados, notwithstanding the error sources examined here.

4. Summary and conclusions

This study provides quantitative insight regarding rapid scan mobile Doppler radar observation errors of tornadic wind fields, specifically with respect to estimates of 3-s gusts at 10-m height (S\(10–3s\)) relating to intensity ratings on the enhanced Fujita (EF) scale. High-resolution simulations of low-swirl, medium-swirl, and high-swirl tornado-like vortices were observed from positions ranging from 1 to 10 km south of their respective tracks using an emulated RaXPol radar. The resulting time-averaged measurements were then compared to the maximum “true” S\(10–3s\) corresponding to each observation location within the vortex at each scan time. In keeping with the current practice in which a tornado is rated based on its global maximum intensity, we also compared the true and radar-estimated S\(10–3s\) maxima for each radar scan as well as the true and radar-estimated global S\(10–3s\) maxima over each vortex track.

The total error was partitioned into “smoothing,” “direction,” “elevation,” “temporal sampling interval,” and “representativeness” error sources, each of which was analyzed as a function of radar range, observed Doppler wind speed, and predicted deviation between the radar beam and the wind direction (based on a smoothed wind field assumed to be axisymmetric), or \(\text{dev}_{\text{pred}}\). For these cases, temporal sampling and representativeness errors were found to be largely negligible when averaging over the prescribed 3-s period. It should be borne in mind, however, that these results.

---

**Fig. 20.** As in Fig. 18, but plotted as a function of predicted deviation from beam.
are based on a 2-s scan period. For mobile Doppler radars with substantially longer scan periods, it is impossible to obtain a time average that approximates the desired gust duration of 3 s. Instead, estimates of S10–3s from those data must rely solely on instantaneous measurements; as shown in Dahl et al. (2017) (e.g., see their Fig. 4), discrepancies between the instantaneous 10-m wind and the local 10-m, 3-s gust may be massive, potentially in excess of 50% for small, rapidly translating, intense subvortices. Therefore, continued effort to improve mobile radar scan rates seems warranted.

As expected, elevation error was generally found to contribute to overestimation and vary as a function of range, while direction error was generally found to contribute to underestimation and vary most consistently with dev\textsubscript{pred}. However, despite the prior expectation that smoothing error would be mostly tied to the resolution volume expanding with increased distance from the radar, we instead found that smoothing error was most closely tied to dev\textsubscript{pred} in these cases (caused by the strong gradients in observed Doppler velocity in regions of a vortex where the deviation from the radar beam is large), although substantial dependence on radar range was observed as well. The results with respect to observed Doppler wind speed generally mimicked the results with respect to dev\textsubscript{pred}, suggesting that winds within the vortex that were largely aligned with the radar beam were observed equally well regardless of wind speed. When combined, the median net effect of the error sources was found to be an underestimate of S10–3s of approximately 10% for closer-range observations with small dev\textsubscript{pred}. Shifting the radar placement from 1 km to 10 km south of the track increased the underestimate by \sim 10% on average, while an increase in dev\textsubscript{pred} corresponded to more pronounced increases in both the median magnitude and the uncertainty of the underestimate.

In contrast, the errors in estimating the maximum S10–3s valid for a given radar scan time, as well as the errors in estimating the global maximum S10–3s, showed a distinct dependence on radar range. While the estimated global maximum from the closest radar placement (1 km south of the track) was within 10 m s\textsuperscript{-1} of the true global maximum for the medium-swirl vortex, all other placements produced underestimates of at least 15 m s\textsuperscript{-1} and the 10-km placements produced underestimates of 30–40 m s\textsuperscript{-1}, amounting to an EF rating two to four categories below what the actual global S10–3s maxima would justify. On the other hand, the median true maximum S10–3s (which we consider as a measure of the “time-mean maximum intensity”) was estimated to within 10 m s\textsuperscript{-1} by the closer radar placements for all three simulated vortices, suggesting that consistently obtaining a good estimate of the time-mean

![FIG. 21. As in Fig. 20, but only for simulation SR01 for radar placements (a) 1 and (b) 10 km south of the vortex track.](image-url)

![FIG. 22. Median (long dash), 5th and 95th percentiles (short dash), and maximum values (thick solid) of radar-estimated (red) and true (black) maximum 10-m, 3-s gust speeds (m s\textsuperscript{-1}) valid at radar scan times during the observation period (n = 150) for simulation SR005, plotted as a function of minimum radar distance from the vortex track (km).](image-url)
maximum intensity (rather than the EF scale rating) of a tornado from close-range mobile Doppler observations may be possible.

Since this study is intended mainly as an introduction and illustration of concepts, these data have obvious limitations. For example, only three vortices are examined, all of similar intensity and translating at the same (constant) speed over level terrain, which is not representative of the wide variety of scenarios in which actual mobile Doppler measurements of tornadoes occur. In a similar vein, only a limited range of radar placements was tested here, all of them directly south of the midpoint of the vortex track. While this was done in an effort to provide a “best case” scenario for a stationary radar, based on the prior assumption that the best results would come from having the radar perpendicular to the midpoint of the track with a substantial observation period on either side of the point of closest approach, the results make it clear that a best case scenario is not simply a function of range. Because of the impacts of the deviation from beam, placing the radar directly ahead of (or, in the interests of safety, behind) the tornado, even at longer range, may produce better estimates of the maximum wind speed than placing the radar beside the track would, even if the former placement is farther away.

We also note in passing that the most general way to mitigate problems associated with wind direction versus beam direction would be to employ an additional radar and perform dual-Doppler analysis. However, the task of positioning two mobile Doppler radars to make concerted, finescale scans of a tornado is daunting, with only a handful of successful deployments reported in the literature (e.g., Wurman et al. 2010; Atkins et al. 2012; Wakimoto et al. 2016). Also, the best procedure for mapping tornadic wind data from nonsimultaneous scans to a common grid and analysis time is unclear. Shapiro et al. (2015) report superior results for trajectory analysis of a simulated tornadic supercell using advection correction based on the method of Gal-Chen (1982), compared with results from linear interpolation or mean-wind advection. However, the potential for aliasing errors noted for the former method could theoretically be significant for intense, rapidly evolving features (e.g., subvortices) within a tornado, and this possibility has not yet been tested. Finally, obtaining volume scans sufficient for dual-Doppler analysis currently requires a time period substantially longer than 3 s; the best case we can envision using current radar capabilities would be two RSDOWs (Wurman and Randall 2001) taking synchronized volume scans, which would still require a minimum of 7 s to complete and, therefore, would be vulnerable to the same errors in estimating S10–3 s from instantaneous data that were discussed previously. Therefore, we believe that focusing on single-Doppler measurements is likely to be more relevant to the evaluation of S10–3 s from real tornado data in the near future.

Finally, the simplifications employed here have their own repercussions. For example, the simple geometrical treatment for devpred shown here produces errors that may then increase the uncertainty in the error estimates that use devpred as a basis; employing a more sophisticated analysis like GBVTD instead could reduce such contamination. Also, because of resolution constraints and the “clear air” nature of the vortex simulations, errors arising from statistical processing, nonuniform scattering, and deviant motion of scatterers are not examined here. Applying the same method to simulations that include lofted debris (e.g., described by Cheong et al. 2017) and including spectral and dual-polarization products in the radar emulation would enable quantification of those errors as well. Finally, the power distribution defined in (5) neglects any contamination from sidelobes and we do not attempt to simulate any
efforts such as these are reasonable and worthwhile steps to take, particularly in light of the continuing challenges related to improved understanding and categorization of tornadoes.
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APPENDIX

Simple Prediction of Wind Direction within a Vortex

Sophisticated methods have been developed for retrieving the structure of a vortex from single-Doppler velocity data, such as the commonly used GBVTD technique (Lee et al. 1999). However, merely a reasonable approximation of the true wind direction will suffice for our work, and, therefore, a more streamlined approach is employed here. Before the analysis, a 200 m × 200 m top-hat filter is applied to the radar observations to reduce possible contamination by subvortices. The resulting filtered Doppler wind field is assumed to be roughly axisymmetric, possibly consisting of both tangential and radial components, with the inflow angle $\alpha$ (i.e., the angle between the true wind direction and the direction tangent to the vortex) depending only on the distance from the vortex center. Under these assumptions, $\alpha$ (and, subsequently, the expected wind direction) can be obtained at any location within the vortex.

First, the location of the vortex center must be estimated in a manner that accounts for inflow and the effects of vortex size and distance from the radar [described, e.g., in Wood and Brown (1992)]. As shown in Fig. A1, inflow and radar beam direction variations across the vortex influence the difference $\delta$ between the (unknown) true center location $C(=x_Ci + y_Cj)$ and the initial estimate $C^*$ defined (e.g., as in Wurman et al. 2013) as the midpoint between the locations of the maximum and minimum Doppler velocities, where the wind direction is assumed to be parallel to the radar beam. We denote these locations as $R_{max} = x_{max}i + y_{max}j$ and $R_{min} = x_{min}i + y_{min}j$, respectively. (Note that all $x$ and $y$ distances are relative to the location of the radar, and that the vortex is assumed to rotate counterclockwise.) In other words,
\[ \mathbf{C}^* = 0.5(x_{\text{max}} + x_{\text{min}})\hat{i} + 0.5(y_{\text{max}} + y_{\text{min}})\hat{j}. \] (A1)

From Fig. A1, applying the convention that positive azimuth is measured counterclockwise from true north, the radar-relative azimuth angles to \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{max}} \) and \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{min}} \) (denoted \( \theta_{\text{max}} \) and \( \theta_{\text{min}} \)) are related to the corresponding (unknown) vortex-center-relative azimuth angles (\( \phi_{\text{max}} \) and \( \phi_{\text{min}} \)) as follows:

\[ \theta_{\text{max}} = \phi_{\text{max}} + \alpha - \frac{\pi}{2}, \]
\[ \theta_{\text{min}} = \phi_{\text{min}} + \alpha + \frac{\pi}{2}. \] (A2) (A3)

(Note \( \alpha \) is defined as negative for inflow and positive for outflow.) Subtracting (A3) from (A2) and using the fact that \( \phi^* = 2\pi - (\phi_{\text{max}} - \phi_{\text{min}}) \) yields

\[ \phi^* = \pi - (\theta_{\text{max}} - \theta_{\text{min}}). \] (A4)

Since both \( \mathbf{C} \) and \( \mathbf{C}^* \) are equidistant from \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{max}} \) and \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{min}} \), we know that the line from \( \mathbf{C}^* \) to \( \mathbf{C} \) bisects \( \phi^* \) and is perpendicular to and bisects the line from \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{max}} \) to \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{min}} \). Thus,

\[ \tan\left(\frac{\phi^*}{2}\right) = \frac{0.5|\mathbf{R}_{\text{max}} - \mathbf{R}_{\text{min}}|}{\delta} \]
\[ \delta = \frac{|\mathbf{R}_{\text{max}} - \mathbf{R}_{\text{min}}|}{2 \tan\left(\frac{\phi^*}{2}\right)}. \] (A5)

The unit vector in the direction from \( \mathbf{C}^* \) to \( \mathbf{C} \) is given by

\[ \hat{s} = \frac{-(\mathbf{R}_{\text{max}} - \mathbf{R}_{\text{min}}) \times \mathbf{k}}{|\mathbf{R}_{\text{max}} - \mathbf{R}_{\text{min}}|} = \frac{(y_{\text{min}} - y_{\text{max}})\hat{i} - (x_{\text{min}} - x_{\text{max}})\hat{j}}{|\mathbf{R}_{\text{max}} - \mathbf{R}_{\text{min}}|}. \] (A6)

Therefore, the location of the vortex center is

\[ \mathbf{C} = \mathbf{C}^* + \hat{s} = \mathbf{C}^* + \frac{1}{2 \tan\left(\frac{\phi^*}{2}\right)} \times \left[(y_{\text{min}} - y_{\text{max}})\hat{i} - (x_{\text{min}} - x_{\text{max}})\hat{j}\right]. \] (A7)

where \( \mathbf{C}^* \) is obtained from (A1) using the known \( x_{\text{min}}, x_{\text{max}}, y_{\text{min}}, \) and \( y_{\text{max}} \), and \( \phi^* \) is obtained from (A4) using the known \( \theta_{\text{min}} \) and \( \theta_{\text{max}} \).

Having obtained \( \mathbf{C} \), the inflow angle is now estimated as a function of distance from the vortex center by interpolating the Doppler velocity field to a circle surrounding \( \mathbf{C} \) at a given radius and determining the radar-relative locations \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{max}}(r) \) and \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{min}}(r) \) and radar-relative azimuth angles \( \theta_{\text{max}}(r) \) and \( \theta_{\text{min}}(r) \) of the locations of maximum and minimum Doppler velocity (respectively) on the circle. At the location of the Doppler velocity maximum, the unit vector along the radar beam (again, assumed parallel to the true wind when the magnitude of the Doppler velocity is maximized) is

\[ \hat{s}_r(r) = \sin\left[ \theta_{\text{max}}(r) \right] \hat{i} + \cos\left[ \theta_{\text{max}}(r) \right] \hat{j}. \] (A8)

The unit vector tangent to the vortex at this location is

\[ \hat{s}_z(r) = \frac{\left[ \mathbf{C} - \mathbf{R}_{\text{max}}(r) \right] \times \hat{k}}{|\mathbf{C} - \mathbf{R}_{\text{max}}(r)|}. \] (A9)

The inflow angle at this location is then estimated as

\[ \alpha_{\text{max}}(r) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} \sin^{-1}\left[\hat{s}_r(r) \times \hat{s}_z(r)\right], & \hat{s}_r(r) \times \hat{s}_z(r) \geq 0 \\ \sin^{-1}\left[\hat{s}_z(r) \times \hat{s}_z(r)\right], & \hat{s}_r(r) \times \hat{s}_z(r) < 0 \end{array} \right. \] (A10)

Again, note that negative \( \alpha \) indicates inflow. The calculation is repeated for the location of the Doppler velocity minimum by replacing \( \theta_{\text{max}}(r) \) with \( \theta_{\text{min}}(r) \) in (A8), \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{max}}(r) \) with \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{min}}(r) \) in (A9), and \( \alpha_{\text{max}}(r) \) with \( \alpha_{\text{min}}(r) \)
in (A10). The term \( \alpha(r) \) is then estimated as the average of \( \alpha_{\text{max}}(r) \) and \( \alpha_{\text{min}}(r) \). This operation is performed over a range of vortex-relative radii at regular, small increments to obtain a radial profile of the inflow angle. With this profile, we can assign an estimated inflow angle to each radar observation point (i.e., the center of each resolution volume), \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{ob}} \), by calculating the distance from that point to the vortex center and then interpolating \( \alpha(r) \):

\[
\alpha^* = \alpha(|\mathbf{R}_{\text{ob}} - \mathbf{C}|). \tag{A11}
\]

The unit vector tangent to the vortex at the observation location is

\[
\mathbf{s}_3(\mathbf{R}_{\text{ob}}) = \left[ \mathbf{C} - \mathbf{R}_{\text{ob}} \right] \times \frac{\mathbf{k}}{|\mathbf{C} - \mathbf{R}_{\text{ob}}|} = x_3 \mathbf{i} + y_3 \mathbf{j}. \tag{A12}
\]

After adding the inflow angle, the unit vector along the expected wind direction is

\[
\mathbf{s}_4(r) = [x_3 \cos(\alpha^*) + y_3 \sin(\alpha^*)] \mathbf{i} + [y_3 \cos(\alpha^*) - x_3 \sin(\alpha^*)] \mathbf{j}. \tag{A13}
\]

The unit vector along the radar beam at the observation location is

\[
\mathbf{s}_5(\mathbf{R}_{\text{ob}}) = \sin(\theta_{\text{ob}}) \mathbf{i} + \cos(\theta_{\text{ob}}) \mathbf{j}. \tag{A14}
\]

The predicted deviation between the wind direction and the radar beam is then

\[
\text{dev}_{\text{pred}}(\mathbf{R}_{\text{ob}}) = \sin^{-1} \left| \mathbf{s}_3(\mathbf{R}_{\text{ob}}) \times \mathbf{s}_5(\mathbf{R}_{\text{ob}}) \right|. \tag{A15}
\]
region in the analysis is enclosed by a circle of radius $r_{20}$ around the vortex center in which $U_{\text{max}}(r) \geq 20$ m s$^{-1}$ for all $r \leq r_{20}$. To check the quality of the prediction, frequency diagrams of the results over all radar ranges for each simulation, as well as the results aggregated over all simulations, are shown in Fig. A2. While it is clear that the top-hat filter and assumption of stationary axisymmetry produce increased errors for SR005 (where smoothing degrades the estimate of the main vortex center location somewhat) and SR02 (where more prominent subvortices appear in the raw radar scans), the median “true” values agree well with the predicted values and the errors for individual measurements are generally small enough (>70% within 15°, >90% within 30°) to justify using the predicted values as a reasonable approximation for our purposes.
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